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these materials subject to any liability which is mandatory due to applicable 
law. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The present document is the deliverable D9.7, entitled CitySCAPE 
Communication Tools, which is prepared within the WP9 framework of the 
CitySCAPE project.  
CitySCAPE communication tools will form a coherent visual and brand 
identity for the project and maximize penetration and comprehension of 
the project key messages to appropriate audiences. To address the first 
point, a coherent visual identity has been created for the project that will be 
applied in all relevant tools. For the second point, various tools will be 
realized to use different channels and enable a multi-level communication 
strategy. 
The CitySCAPE Communication Tools will include both paper and electronic 
means. Therefore, they will cover all kinds of communication activities and 
contain all possible information that the project would like to publish for 
communication purposes. The communication tools will be updated 
alongside the communication strategy, not only in terms of content but also 
in design, when needed. Emphasis will be given on the use of 
communication tools on activities and channels that will maximize the 
project results impact while still providing the general CitySCAPE vision.  
CitySCAPE Communication Tools will be available to the entire consortium 
for use and they will be used in both consortium and partner-specific events. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Introduction 

The traditional security controls and security assurance arguments are 
becoming increasingly inefficient in supporting the emerging needs and 
applications of the interconnecting transport systems, allowing threats and 
security incidents to disturb all transportation dimensions.  

CitySCAPE is a project funded by the EU's Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation program, which consists of 15 partners from 6 European 
countries, united in their vision to cover the cybersecurity needs of 
multimodal transportation. 

More specifically, the CitySCAPE software toolkit will:  

✓ Detect suspicious traffic-data values and identify persistent threats 

✓ Evaluate an attack's impact in both technical and financial terms  

✓ Combine external knowledge and internally-observed activities to 

enhance the predictability of zero-day attacks 

✓ Instantiate a networked overlay to circulate informative notifications 

to CERT/CSIRT authorities and support their interplay  

The project duration extends from September 2020 to August 2023. 

1.2 Deliverable Purpose 
 
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide insight and detailed information 
for the CitySCAPE Communication Tools. The project communication tools 
are based on the same visual identity patterns and will be used for intra- and 
extra-project purposes. Thus, communication tools include, amongst other, 
standard project templates, posters and brochures, press releases and 
videos, e-newsletters, social media presence and the project website. 
Communication tools are and will be designed to be easily accessed and 
used by all project partners. All partners need to be aware of the available 
tools and use them at any given chance to produce a coherent brand 
identity for the project. All partners' contribution in creating the content of 
the project communication tools is also essential to reflect both project and 
partners' work under the CitySCAPE framework. 
 

1.3 Intended Readership 
This deliverable is disseminated internally within the project consortium and 
externally to interested parties outside the project. The intended readership 
primarily comprises the members of the CitySCAPE consortium, the 
European Commission (EC) and the CitySCAPE Project Officer (PO). 
The specific document could be used as a reference point by the 
consortium partners to use the same and appropriate communication 
tools for CitySCAPE.  
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2 VISUAL IDENTITY  
The CitySCAPE project has been trying to build a strong visual identity 
through effective branding and delivering clear messages to a variety of 
target audiences, since the launch of the project.  To this end, a project's 
logo, project's templates as well as a dedicated brand book and a colour 
palette were created to build a consistent appearance that will be used 
throughout the whole project in all applicable communication and 
dissemination channels (website, leaflets, poster, templates, and 
presentations). This is the most effective way to ensure that a consistent 
identity of CitySCAPE is widely communicated. The project’s logo, brand 
book,  colour palette and templates are described in detail in chapter 3 of 
the deliverable D9.6 Communication Strategy and Plan that was submitted 
in M6.  
 
 

2.1 EU Acknowledgement  
The EU Acknowledgement and the EU flag should be included in all 
dissemination and communication activities and material so that it is always 
clearly stated that the project is funded by the EU. The use of the EU 
Acknowledgement is described in detail in chapter 6.4  of the deliverable 
D9.6 Communication Strategy and Plan that was submitted in M6. 
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3 COMMUNICATION KIT 
A Communication Kit that includes suitable and important dissemination 
and communication material has been created since the beginning of the 
project and it will be enhanced with more material the next months.   
 

3.1 Brochure, Poster and Roll –up Banner 
 
The first version of the promotional brochure of the CitySCAPE project has 
been completed by month 3 of the project's lifetime. The brochure, poster 
and roll up banner are described in detail in chapter 4.2.1 of the deliverable 
D9.6 Communication Strategy and Plan that was submitted in M6. A second 
version will be available in the third phase of the project. 
 

3.2 Pilot Factsheets 
CitySCAPE will create pilot factsheets for each of the CitySCAPE pilot use 
cases  More details can be found in chapter 4.2.2 of the deliverable D9.6 
Communication Strategy and Plan that was submitted in M6. 
 

3.3 Video 
The CitySCAPE video for which you can find details in chapter 4.2.3 of the 
deliverable D9.6 Communication Strategy and Plan that was submitted in 
M6, will be created in the third phase of the project. 
 

3.4 E-newsletters 
Five e-newsletters will be issued around major project milestones. The first 
issue was published in M12 and was sent to multiple contacts registered via 
the website, was circulated on the project’s social media and has been 
available on the official website in downloadable format.   

https://www.cityscape-project.eu/newsletters/
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Figure 1: CitySCAPE 1st newsletter 

3.5 General Presentation 
A CitySCAPE general presentation had been created since the beginning of 
the project. The presentation includes general information about the project 
such as the consortium partners, the duration, the website and social media, 
the aim and objectives of the project and information about the pilot 
demonstrations. 
The general presentation can be used with no prior approval from the 
consortium to conferences and events. 
 

 
Figure 2: CitySCAPE general presentation 
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4 ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
4.1 Website 

 
The project's website, www.cityscape-project.eu, is one of the most 
important communication channels of the CitySCAPE project. It will serve 
as a vital element of engagement with the identified key audiences. It will 
provide information about the project, such as a general description of the 
project, the project objectives and impact, its consortium, project events, 
significant events of the Cybersecurity and Transport sector and project 
news. Project presentations from events, scientific publications, the public 
deliverables and the executive summaries of all the confidential deliverables 
will be available on the website, providing the necessary information 
regarding the project's progress and outcomes. In general, the website will 
present and explain in simple terms what the project is about and why the 
key audiences and the public should be interested in it.  
The website's design and layout align with the CitySCAPE brand identity and 
are visually attractive, informative and easy to navigate. The website is 
dynamic and flexible in terms of structure and functionality to develop and 
expand to meet the project's changing requirements over time. Moreover, it 
is created with responsive web design techniques that make it applicable 
and fitting to all devices. 
 

4.1.1 Hosting and running 
 
The server is hosted in the Institute of Communication and Computer 
Systems (ICCS) premises in Athens, Greece. The website has been developed 
in a mobile-friendly mode using WordPress Content Management 
System and is compatible with all available web browsers (Internet Explorer, 
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, etc.). The Content Management System and 
the design are developed and customized by ICCS for the purposes of 
CitySCAPE. 
 

4.1.2 Structure and Content 
 
The homepage is the entry point for site visitors by presenting essential 
project information while using a simple layout to focus on the branding and 
facilitate navigation. The header area contains the project logo and the main 
upper navigation menu. Just below that, information about the CitySCAPE 
project, the objectives, the expected impact, the use cases and the 
consortium provide visitors with direct access to main project information 
without further search on the website. Moreover, there is a section 
dedicated to upcoming events in the Cybersecurity and Transport sector. 
The visitors can also register for the project's newsletter and follow its social 
media in the same section. Finally, the footnote of the homepage includes 
the EU flag and the respective acknowledgment text, an imprint section, 
which includes a disclaimer notice and website information, links to the 
CitySCAPE social media channels, and the Project Coordinator's contact 

http://www.cityscape-project.eu/
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details. This footnote appears not only on the homepage but also on all 
website pages, ensuring EU funding visibility. 
The layout of the CitySCAPE website homepage is shown in Annex 1. 
 
The horizontal drop-down navigation menu comprises the following pages 
and sub pages: 

• About: presents the project's concept, objectives and impact.  
• News 
➢ Project News: this page contains  news related to the CitySCAPE 

project, such as participation in events, publications, newsletters 
etc 

➢ Events: This page includes the most important events of the 
Cybersecurity and Transport sector as well as project's events 
(plenary meetings, review meetings)   

➢ Blog: this page includes articles written by the consortium's 
partners regarding their work within the project or regarding 
cybersecurity and multimodal transportation, in general. 

• Consortium: this page contains the CitySCAPE consortium along 
with each partner's official website. 

• Material Hub 
➢ Dissemination Material: this page contains the project's 

promotional material, all available for download 
➢ Deliverables: this page contains a list of the project's deliverables 

and will include links to download the public deliverables and an 
executive summary of the confidential ones. 

➢ Media Centre: this page includes all the press releases and press 
activities regarding the project. 

➢ Newsletters: this page will include the five CitySCAPE e-
newsletters, all available for download 

➢ Audio-Visual Material: this page will include photos and videos 
from communication events and project meetings.  

➢ Publications/Presentations: this page contains information about 
project-related publications to scientific journals and conference 
proceedings as well as project presentations 

• H2020 Synergies: this section presents H2020 funded projects with 
which CitySCAPE has already collaborated or will collaborate in the 
future. 

 

4.1.3 Updating 
 
ICCS, being the WP9 leader is responsible for updating the website regularly. 
The project website facilitates a broad range of communication activities. 
Project news and events will be posted systematically. Information on the 
project's deliverables and press activities will be uploaded and updated 
frequently.  

4.1.4 Monitoring 
 
The website visiting tracker software Google Analytics has been added to 
the website and will provide at regular reporting times detailed insights into 
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the CitySCAPE website traffic. Google Analytics tools are useful as they allow 
for measuring website traffic patterns; the number and duration of visits, the 
number of page views, the visitors' geographical location, correlation with 
the timing of the project events, etc. This information can be used to 
optimize the structure, the content and the design of the website to match 
its visitors' preferences. To ensure GDPR compliance we have created a 
cookie consent banner created by the consent management platform 
Cookiebot.  
Here are the options in the compliant cookie consent banner from which 
the visitor can choose from: 

✓ A button to accept cookies: An opt-in approach is the safest way to stay compliant 
with the GDPR. Additionally, the cookie banner text explicitly makes clear that clicking 
the button means the user agrees to the use of all cookies. 

✓ A button to deny the use of all cookies, except for those that allow the website to 
function on the user's browser, and 

✓ A button that leads to detailed informationabout how we use cookies:We are explicit 
about the reasons you use cookies, stating whether cookies are used for social media, 
analytics advertising, or for sharing data with third parties, etc  

✓ A link to the whole Cookie Policy: This policy lists the cookies we use and the purpose 
of each. 

A link to your cookie settings so that users have the option to manage which 
cookies they will or will not accept. This is not actually a requirement of the 
GDPR, but it is a best practice. 
 

4.2 Social Media 
Social media1 allow us to reach an extremely wide — but also targeted — 
audience, maximising the impact and successful exploitation of our 
research results. Therefore, the project will make extended use of social 
media platforms, namely Twitter and LinkedIn, in order to raise awareness 
and communicate the project's progress and results, as well as to diffuse the 
project's news and activities. ICCS is managing the accounts daily and is 
updating their content.  
 
 

4.2.1 Twitter 
The CitySCAPE Twitter account is used to raise awareness of the project, 
especially for the wider cyber security and transport community and has 
been created at an early stage of the project, prior to its kick-off. Twitter is a 
social networking platform that is ideal for spreading news and engaging 
with users in real-time. @EUCityscape is interacting with relevant accounts, 
communicating the project's vision and progress. Currently, the CitySCAPE 
twitter account has 614 followers while following 596 twitter accounts.  
 

 
1 H2020 Programme_ Guidance Social media guide for EU funded R&I projects 

https://www.cookiebot.com/en/
https://twitter.com/EuCityscape
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/grants_manual/amga/soc-med-guide_en.pdf
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Figure 3: CitySCAPE Twitter account 

4.2.2 LinkedIn 
The CitySCAPE LinkedIn account has been also set up well in advance to 
attract interested stakeholders. LinkedIn is the most popular professional 
network on the internet. Registered members are able to establish 
connections with professionals who are in their interest and interact in 
group discussions. CitySCAPE LinkedIn account will enable to build a strong 
network with some of the project's key audiences, such as research 
institutes, industry, policymakers and individuals involved in the 
cybersecurity and transport sector. So far, the project account has 194 
followers.  

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cityscape-eu/?viewAsMember=true
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Figure 4:CitySCAPE Linkedin account 

 
 
 
 

4.3 Online Platforms 
4.3.1 CitySCAPE Zenodo Community 

This Community will include all the public information regarding the 
project. By now, the dissemination material (brochure, poster, banner, 
newsletter, brand book, colour palette, logo) has been uploaded, and it is 
available publicly. Moreover, all the public deliverables, once the EC 
approves them,  will be uploaded along with all the scientific papers that will 
be submitted by the consortium partners. Therefore, everyone interested in 
the project or similar projects and research can access and download this 
material.  

https://zenodo.org/communities/cityscape_883321/?page=1&size=20
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Figure 5:CitySCAPE Zenodo Community 

4.3.2 Cyberwatching.eu 
The Cyberwatching.eu project hub is a complete and unabridged 
compilation of EU-funded research projects on cybersecurity topics. It was 
created specifically to facilitate information transfer, communication and 
cross-pollination. CitySCAPE’s profile is available here. 
 

 
Figure 6:CitySCAPE's profile in Cyberwathcing.eu 

  

https://www.cyberwatching.eu/
https://www.cyberwatching.eu/projects/2667/cityscape
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5 PRESS ACTIVITIES 
The project's press releases will be developed by ICCS upon specific project's 
achievements and distributed to several media communication channels 
such as local or national radio, television and online press. The CitySCAPE 
partners will use their press contacts to communicate the developments of 
the project and will be responsible for translations and regional adaptations. 
Partners efforts will also focus on publishing major CitySCAPE 
achievements through channels and means offered by the European 
Commission (i.e., the Horizon Magazine, research EU results magazine, 
Futuris Magazine etc.) 
 

5.1 Press Releases 
A kick-off press release had been created and is available on the CitySCAPE 
website.  Moreover, the press release was published in Greek by ICCS and in 
Italian by KSP. The press releases resulted in twenty two press clippings in 
popular Italian and Greek online media. Both the press releases and their 
press clippings are available in the Media Center section of the CitySCAPE 
website. 
 

5.2 Press Activities 
Besides the press releases, there has been made a special effort to 
communicate the project through other press media. By now, two 
interviews and two articles have been published in popular web media. Both 
the interviews and articles are available on the Media Center of the 
CitySCAPE website. 
 

 
Figure 7: Interview about CitySCAPE 

https://www.cityscape-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/CitySCAPE-Press-Release-Template-v3-Copy.pdf
https://www.cityscape-project.eu/media-center/
https://www.cityscape-project.eu/media-center/
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Figure 8: article about CitySCAPE  (Logistics & Management GR) 

 
Figure 9: Article about CitySCAPE (Kaspersky newsletter IT) 

5.3 H2020 media announcements 
CitySCAPE partners make special effort in publishing CitySCAPE 
achievements and updates through online channels and means offered by 
the European Commission. CitySCAPE has made three announcements in 
H2020 online media by now and intends in making at least another three.  
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Figure 10: CitySCAPE article on CORDIS 

 

 
Figure 11:CitySCAPE announcement on Europa.eu 
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Figure 12: Screenshot of EU Research Result tweet 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 
The project concept, goals, and expected impact will be communicated 
through various channels using diverse communication tools, which are 
being deployed selectively to ensure maximum impact. 
The present deliverable presents in detail the project's available 
communication tools. All the tools are based on following a coherent visual 
scheme that will allow CitySCAPE to create its own brand identity. 
Communication tools will be applied both for intra and extra-project 
communications. The specific deliverable will act as a point of reference so 
as project partners can use the appropriate communication tools, 
depending on the occasion. 
A variety of communication tools have or will be designed, including, but not 
limited to, templates for project documents and presentations, leaflets and 
posters, newsletters, videos, press releases, social media campaigns, the 
project website. All these communication tools will be available either in 
electronic or (in some cases) printed formats for the partners to use. They 
will also be used in project events such as plenary meetings and workshops.  
The CitySCAPE Communication Tools will evolve alongside the project 
Communication Strategy and Plan as laid down in D9.6. 
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